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DUKE OF CONNAUGHT IS MADE
CHIEF BY TRfBE OF INDIANS

DUKE of
CONHAUGl

Banff Springs, Alta. As a mark
of esteem to the Duke of Connauglit,
"who is soon to be succeeded as

of Canada by the Duke
of Devonshire, the Stony tribe In
dians who live in this western part I

of Canada, have just made him a
chief of their clan.

The duke's Indian name is Chief
Teenchka Eeyake Conka, which
means "Great Mountain. Chief," and I
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in this picture, taken at the great
Banff Springs hotel, a famous resort
in the Canadian rockies, he is shown
in his Indian costume.

The Duke ef Connaught is very
popular in Canada because of his
democratic ways. This summer he,
with his family, which includes his
immensely popular daughter, Prin-
cess Patricia, sponsor of the famous
"Princess Pat" regiment which won
its spurs in the early part of the war,
stayed several weeks in Banff. They
all rode horseback through the pass-
es with the hotel crowds and dined
and swam in the big sulphur pool
that bubbles into the great glass tank
on the hotel terrace.

FASHIONS

By Betty Brown
Sheer crepe or chiffon blouses with

collars and cuffs of white or delicate-
ly tinted felt are among novelties
being sept us from Paris.

Cubist coat linings in more colors
than the daringest cubist ever dream-
ed of will glorify many of new win-
ter coats. Floral designs, bird effects
and other fantastic patterns are used
to brighten the new coat "interiors."

The coat-dre- ss is conspicuous in
every shop window.

The square hat is in our midst and
on our heads, and I am not partic-
ularly in love with it Its angles are
likely to make one's features angular.
The square hat is hardly on the
square, as it is really round with
velvet points projecting over the brim
to give it a square effect

Have you noticed that jet glistens
from many of new hats, gowns and
coats? Jet buttons are popular on
the handsome gown, so
is velour and velvet

Long veils that cascade and billow
around, your shoulders are the fad of
the moment. The veilless lady is no-
ticeable by her absence.
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Japan owns 4,000 islands.
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